Male teacher campaigns to share restroom with little girls

Claims 'transphobia' behind requirement to walk down hallway 'to pee'
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A teacher in the Madison, Wisconsin, Metropolitan School District who forced students to watch a video about his "change" from a man to a woman is campaigning to use restrooms with little girls.

WND reported science teacher Mark "Vince" Busenbark produced the video at home with his wife and showed it to every student at Allis Elementary School.
On Facebook, Busenbark stated the purpose of the video was "all so [the children] can know who I am and who I am becoming."

Now he has written an open letter in Our Lives Magazine, which promotes the LGBT community in Madison.

He complains of the school district's "transphobic" policy.

"And yes, it’s about bathrooms. It’s ALWAYS about bathrooms," he said.

Busenbark said the district wants staff and students to use different bathrooms, segregating women from girls in bathrooms "by age."

He argued that theme parks, malls, restaurants, museums and other venues don’t do that.

As an "adult woman," he insisted, he should be allowed to use restrooms with little girls.

"In January, I started using the same multi-stall bathroom as the women on my wing of my school. Yes students use that bathroom too," Busenbark wrote. "Women have used that bathroom for decades. No complaints. I used it. I am an open and out transgender woman. I fought decades with the trauma that our society laid on me. But I stood up and I came out, and yes, I used the bathroom because, seriously, can you just let us pee!"

Then, he said, a "transphobic parent complained to the district."

The district then proposed the policy of requiring faculty and students to use different facilities.

He claimed the district was motivated by fear and hate, insisting such restrictions are "based on lies and fears about transgender women."
"My darlings. This is where we need to stand up," he wrote. "This is where we need to resist the writing of transphobia into our school district heart. I need allies. I need other voices. I cannot do this alone. And if our district is going to require that my need to pee be a revolutionary act, then let’s lead that revolution together."

The National File website reported Tim LeMonds, MMSD public information officer, said: "There is no district policy regarding adult staff using children’s bathrooms, so therefore there have been no policy changes. However, as a best practice the district does encourage adult staff to not use a children’s bathroom."

All of the students were required to see Busenbark's "coming out" video. In it, he dressed as a woman and told students to call him "Vica Steel."

"And if you respectfully disagree with 'transgenderism,' as millions of Americans do, then you're probably motivated by 'fear' and 'hate,' Busenbark told students," according to Liberty Counsel.

Liberty Counsel wrote a letter to the district charging the teacher's activism "appears to violate several district policies, as well as the constitutional prohibition against schools enforcing any kind of 'orthodoxy.'"

Liberty Counsel said Busenbark "has no legal authority to force students to call him 'Mx.,' nor to manipulate them with the idea that they must obey him or be seen as 'disrespectful' or 'hateful' or 'not loving.'"

Among the possible issues are the district’s wellness policy, which states instruction should be "age-appropriate, medically accurate, and non-stigmatizing," and its policies regarding controversial issues, the use of district resources and "political activities."

"These impressionable students do not exist to validate Busenbark's sexual identity. Parents send their children to school trusting that they will be
taught academic curriculum, not become participants in a teacher's play acting," said Liberty Counsel's chairman, Mat Staver.

Dear WND Reader,

As America’s political and culture wars rage, another battle is taking place in the news media.

Google, Facebook and the rest of Big Tech blatantly suppress Christian-conservative content while vacuuming up 90% of the advertising that once supported online news. It’s a tough time for truth-oriented journalism.

WND, the nation’s oldest independent news site and largest Christian website, is a rare combination of experienced professional journalists AND strong Judeo-Christian worldview. And we know most Americans—often portrayed as “ignorant hicks” and “bigots” living in flyover country—share our pro-American values and want real news, accurate information and insightful analysis on today’s crucial issues.

That’s what WND has delivered since 1997, all for free—no paywalls—an increasing rarity in the online news world.

Instead, we rely on the voluntary contributions of appreciative readers like you—now more than ever.

If you value WND, please make a donation in any amount to keep us alive and well. In so doing, you’ll be keeping the First Amendment and American freedom alive as well!
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